FELLOWSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
FOR F&M STUDENTS

fandm.edu/fellowships • facebook.com/fandmfellowships • mcable@fandm.edu

* = All citizens eligible

First Years:
Boren Scholarship [see Dean Sue Mennicke]
Gilman Scholarship [see Dean Sue Mennicke]
Nov: Critical Language Scholarship
Nov: Harvard Public Policy and Leadership Conference (PPLC)
*Jan: Anita Borg Memorial Scholarship
*Jan: Humanity in Action
*Feb: BMI John Lennon Scholarship
Feb/Mar: UK Fulbright Summer Institutes
Feb/Mar: TUSA Summer In Taiwan

Sophomores:
Boren Scholarship [see Dean Sue Mennicke]
Gilman Scholarship [see Dean Sue Mennicke]
Nov: Harvard Public Policy and Leadership Conference (PPLC)
Nov: Critical Language Scholarship
Dec: DHS-HS STEM Summer Internship Program
*Jan: Anita Borg Memorial Scholarship
*Jan: Humanity in Action
*Jan: DAAD RISE
Jan: Goldwater Scholarship
*Feb: BMI John Lennon Scholarship
Feb: Mt. Vernon Leadership Fellowship
*Feb: Mayo Clinic Research Fellowship
Feb: Rangel Summer Enrichment Program
Feb: Udall Scholarship
*Feb: IST Austria ISTernship
*Feb: The John Lewis Fellowship in Race and Civil Rights
Feb/Mar: UK Fulbright Summer Institutes
Feb/Mar: TUSA Summer In Taiwan
March: Saltire Scholarship

Juniors:
Boren Scholarship [see Dean Sue Mennicke]
Gilman Scholarship [see Dean Sue Mennicke]
Oct: U.S. Dept. of State Summer Internship Program
Nov: Critical Language Scholarship
*Nov: Public Policy and International Affairs Fellowship
*Jan: Anita Borg Memorial Scholarship
*Jan: De Karman Fellowship
*Jan: DAAD RISE
*Jan: Humanity in Action
Jan: Truman
Jan: TAPIF: French Government English Teaching Assistantship
Jan: Pickering Foreign Affairs Scholarship
Jan: Goldwater Scholarship
Feb: Beinecke Scholarship
*Feb: BMI John Lennon Scholarship
*Feb: IST Austria ISTernship
Feb: Rangel Summer Enrichment Program
*Feb: Mayo Clinic Research Fellowship
Feb: Udall Scholarship
*Feb: The John Lewis Fellowship in Race and Civil Rights
Feb/Mar: TUSA Summer In Taiwan
*Mar: Saltire Award

Seniors:
Boren Scholarship [see Dean Sue Mennicke]
Gilman Scholarship [see Dean Sue Mennicke]
Sep: Fulbright
Sep: Rhodes Scholarship
*Sep (But varies by country): Rhodes for non-US Citizens
Sep: Marshall Scholarship
Sep: Mitchell Scholarship
Oct: U.S. Dept. of State Summer Internship Program
Oct: Schwarzman Fellowship
*Oct/Dec: Gates Cambridge Scholarship
*Oct/Jan: Scoville Peace Fellowship
*Nov: Amelia Earhart Fellowship
Nov: (Paul and Daisy) Soros Fellowship for New Americans
*Nov: Princeton in Africa
*Nov: Princeton in Asia
*Nov: Princeton in Latin America
Nov: Critical Language Scholarship
*Nov: Knowles Science and Math Teaching Fellowship
Nov/Jan: Immigrant Justice Corps
*Nov/Dec: DAAD Graduate
Dec: DHS-HS STEM Summer Internship Program
Dec: Blakemore Freeman
*Jan: Carnegie Junior Peace Fellowship
*Jan: Anita Borg Memorial Scholarship
Jan: Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellowship
Jan: Rangel International Affairs Graduate Fellowship
*Jan: Samuel Huntington Public Service Award
*Jan: DAAD RISE
*Jan: Humanity in Action
Jan: Bill Emerson National Hunger Fellowship
Jan: TAPIF: French Government English Teaching Assistantship
Jan: NYC Urban Fellowship
Jan: Payne Fellowship Program
Jan: Philly Fellows
*Jan: Coro Fellowship in Public Affairs
*Feb: BMI John Lennon Scholarship
*Feb: IST Austria ISTernship
*Feb: The John Lewis Fellowship in Race and Civil Rights
Feb: Rangel Summer Enrichment Program
Feb/Mar: TUSA Summer In Taiwan
*March: James Madison Graduate Fellowship
*March: Allen Lee Hughes Fellowship
*March: Public Allies
March: Saltire Scholarship
*April: American Institute for Economic Research Summer Practicum
April: Spanish Government Language and Culture Teaching Assistantship

Alumni

Sep: Marshall Scholarship
Sep: Rhodes Scholarship
*Sep (But varies by country): Rhodes for non-US Citizens
Oct: U.S. Department of State Summer Internship Program
Oct: Schwarzman Fellowship
*Oct/Jan: Scoville Peace Fellowship
*Nov: Amelia Earhart Fellowship
Nov: Asian Cultural Council
*Nov: Knowles Science and Math Teaching Fellowship
*Nov: Princeton in Africa
*Nov: Princeton in Asia
*Nov: Princeton in Latin America
Nov: (Paul and Daisy) Soros Fellowship for New Americans
Dec: DHS-HS STEM Summer Internship Program
Dec: Blakemore Freeman
Jan: TAPIF: French Government English Teaching Assistantship
Jan: Payne Fellowship Program
Jan: Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellowship
Jan: NYC Urban Fellowship
Jan: Rangel International Affairs Graduate Fellowship
*Jan: Coro Fellowship in Public Affairs
*Feb: BMI John Lennon Scholarship
Feb: Fulbright mtvU Award
Feb/March: TUSA Taiwan Summer Program
March: James Madison Graduate Fellowship
Rolling: National Institute of Health PostBac Intramural Research Training Award
March: Saltire Scholarship
*March: Allen Lee Hughes Fellowship
*March: Public Allies
*April: American Institute for Economic Research Summer Practicum
April: Spanish Government Language and Culture Teaching Assistantship